GesCAD: An Intuitive Interface for Conceptual Architectural Design
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ABSTRACT

Gesture- and speech-based 3D modeling offers designers a powerful and intuitive way to create 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) models. Instead of arbitrary gestures and speech commands defined by researchers, which may not be intuitive for users, such a natural user interface should be based on gesture and command set elicited from the users. We describe our ongoing research on a speech-and-gesture-based CAD modeling interface, GesCAD, implemented by combining Microsoft Kinect and Rhino, a leading CAD software. GesCAD is based on gestures and speech commands elicited from a specially designed user experiment. We conducted a preliminary user study with 6 participants to evaluate the user experience of our prototype, such as ease of use, physical comfort and satisfaction with the models created. Results show that participants found the overall experience of using GesCAD fun and the speech and gesture commands easy to remember.
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1 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

In the conceptual design stage, especially in the architectural design process, designers create new artifacts whose properties are only partially known, and strive to define the components of the designed object and the relationships between them [5]. As a part of this process, designers perform formal explorations that quickly place the various programmatic, environmental, and urban code related needs and constraints into a geometric and formal framework. These are called massing studies, where designers create various volumetric ‘masses’ and compositions for building blocks and test how these perform in fulfilling the design requirements. This research aims to support designers in their formal explorations during the massing study phase, when directly creating and manipulating objects in a 3D modeling, or CAD environment.

Speech and gestures are inter-dependent components of human communication. While speech is seen to be suitable for descriptive tasks, gestures are appropriate to handle spatial issues [3]. We define gestures as the hand and arm movements in free space that convey meaningful information. The focus of this research is mid-air, touch free, bimanual gestures.

Traditional CAD systems use graphical user interfaces following the ‘Windows, Icon, Mouse and Pointer’ (WIMP) paradigm, which is little intuitive and hard to learn, especially when it comes to the conceptual design stage [15]. In order to facilitate 3D modeling at this stage of design, designers would greatly benefit from an efficient and intuitive interaction style that makes spatial manipulation and perception of 3D geometry and transformations easier [19]. Intuitive and flexible interaction techniques will enable designers to model more effectively, and possibly design better, when using CAD during conceptual design. An emerging and promising interaction metaphor is gesture-based interaction [2, 7]. Gesture-based interaction is inherently intuitive, because humans use their body, rather than a device, to interact with machines. We claim that through the ubiquity of gestures when articulating design geometry, the use thereof can help designers communicate with computers and peers about CAD models in a more natural, intuitive, and effective way.
Even though gesture based interaction has developed considerably in the recent years [8, 17, 20], many gesture-based interfaces still mainly use the hands to emulate the mouse with a limited number of gestures [22]. Past studies have largely focused on gesture recognition techniques using small sets of author-defined gestures, overlooking the specific needs of designers in terms of the speech and gesture vocabulary [2, 7, 9]. Often, users would have to learn a device- or application-dependent artificial gestural language that comes with a learning curve [13]. Although user-centred gesture design for natural user interfaces has been investigated in related domains [1, 12, 21], we found no study that employed user-elicited gestures for an interface for 3D CAD modeling for conceptual design.

Recent research has conducted small user studies to test gesture- and speech-based interaction for 3D CAD modeling. These studies confirm that users were able to adapt to new environment quickly [6] and were able to complete tasks with high precision within reasonable time [14]. However, limited studies on gestural interfaces for CAD modeling have conducted user studies on factors such as memorability of gestures, ease of using gestures and speech, or user satisfaction – aspects which are fundamental for the success of a new interface for CAD modeling.

We believe that a robust gesture- and speech-based CAD modeling interface must be based on empirically determined gestures elicited from the users, instead of arbitrary gestures designed by creators of the interface. It should be based on an analysis of the natural ways speech and gestures are employed by designers. Furthermore, a robust speech- and gesture-based modeling system must be flexible and extensible. It should adapt to users’ needs and gestural techniques [23]. And finally, a successful speech- and gesture-based CAD modeling system must employ viable, low cost technology that can be used with ease in office and educational environments. In this paper, we present GesCAD, a proof-of-concept prototype that runs on a standard notebook computer, which combines a Kinect (v2, see http://www.xbox.com/en-SG/xbox-one/accessories/kinect) and Rhinoceros 5 (https://www.rhino3d.com/). GesCAD is based on a subset of gestures and speech commands elicited from a user experiment previously reported in [10, 11, 18]. We conducted a preliminary usability evaluation of the system such as ease of use, physical comfort and satisfaction with modeling results and report findings in this paper. The novel contributions of this work are as follows:

- Integration of empirically elicited set of specialized gesture and speech commands into a CAD modeling environment
- Development of a proof-of-concept system implementation that combines a mainstream 3D modeling software and commercially available gesture tracker. Our implementation is flexible as it employs a many-to-one mapping of gestures and speech to CAD functionalities.

## 2 GESCAD SYSTEM

### 2.1 GESTURE ELICITATION STUDY

We conducted a speech and gesture elicitation study to discover the natural interactions used in CAD modeling. The experiment was conducted with 41 participants (52% female, 48% male) with architecture (49%) and engineering backgrounds (51%), over a period of two weeks at the Singapore University of Technology and Design. Participants sat at a distance of 10’ from a screen which showed images and short video clips of CAD modeling referents in three categories: primitives, manipulations and navigations. The participants’ task was to articulate the gestures using (1) only gestures, in session A; and (2) gestures and/or spoken words, in session B. The order of the sessions was counter-balanced. Two video cameras were used to capture the participants’ gestures from different angles. Video data from the experiment was analyzed by three coders. The coding scheme identified morphological themes in the gestures, and the command words in the speech transcription. For example, for the CAD functionality ‘Zoom in’, we identified three morphological themes based on how hands were used: (1) Push hands towards screen (2) Pull hands towards self, and (3) Pull hands away from each other [10, 18]. The study revealed that participants preferred bimanual gestures and chose to employ both speech and gestures for communicating CAD functionalities. The study also compiled the most frequent speech terms that designers used for the description of 3D objects and operations; and recorded the multiple gestures and speech commands for the same CAD functionality [11]. For the GesCAD implementation, a subset of the gestures for the CAD manipulation functionalities, namely move, rotate and scale, and the navigation functionality, namely zoom, were selected for implementation (Fig. 1).

### 2.2 Development of Interface

The prototype was developed in the form of a plugin for the Rhinoceros 5 software, in the C# language. It consists of 3 main parts: a CAD Module, a Speech Module, and a Gesture Module. The CAD module supports various operations in 3D CAD modeling, such as creating geometric primitives, performing selected geometric transformations and changing viewpoint. The CAD module was developed using RhinoCommon API in Rhino.NET SDK (Fig. 2). The Speech Module captures speech commands, converts them to text, and maps them to the...
respective functionalities. Speech commands are captured by the Microsoft Kinect device through its microphone array; the captured audio data is then processed using Kinect for Windows SDK for noise cancellation; the audio data is transcribed into English text using Microsoft Speech Platform SDK and supported language packages, which accommodates various accents in English. Finally, the text is mapped to a functionality provided by the CAD module. In order to allow for flexibility in natural language speech control, multiple speech commands of similar meanings are mapped to single functionalities, in what we term as a ‘many-to-one mapping’. For example, ‘move’, ‘translate’, and ‘shift’ are all mapped to the functionality of geometric translation in the CAD module. When using multiple objects the ‘switch’ command is used to switch between objects.

The Gesture Module maps continuous gestures to control parameters in a CAD functionality. For example, the direction of the user’s hand motion is mapped to the direction of translation of the 3D model. Kinect for Windows SDK recognizes 25 joints in a detected body. Gestures are recognized as movements of 10 selected joints on both arms between consecutive frames in 3D space. Selected gestures from a previous study was implemented with the help of these detected joints. Users can use multiple gestures to control the parameters of a single CAD functionality, to allow flexibility, another example of a many-to-one mapping (Fig. 1). The prototype can be installed in Rhinoceros as a regular plugin using Rhino Plugin Manager. Once the plugin is installed, it is activated by typing the word ‘GesCAD’ in the Rhinoceros command line. The program starts listening to the speech commands as soon as the plugin is activated. When a speech command is matched with a functionality, it activates the gesture recognition process and performs the relative CAD software action in real time until the ‘STOP’ speech command is given.

3 EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM

A preliminary user study was conducted to analyze the usability of the GesCAD system. Six participants (3 females, 3 males) from architectural background took part in the study. Average age of the participants was 32 (SD=3.89). Participant occupation included PhD students and Research Assistants. All participants were proficient in English and had considerable experience with at least one 3D CAD modeling software using mouse and keyboard.

The user study was conducted over a period of two days, in an experiment setup at the Singapore University of Technology and Design. The computer display was projected on a screen. The participant sat on a chair at a distance of six feet from the screen with the Kinect sensor placed on a table at a distance of three feet between the screen and the participant. Participants were first given a demonstration on how to execute commands in Rhino using gestures and speech. Participants were then given a custom-made manual showing the commands with their associated gestures and speech terms. Then, they could freely practice using the interface for a maximum of fifteen minutes.

During this time, they could refer to the manual, or ask the experimenter any questions they had.

After the training, participants were given four tasks that involved the creation of a 3D box and manipulating it by (1) rotating, (2) scaling and (3) moving, and (4) navigating view by zooming in/out. They were also given a basic modeling task that involved the manipulation of two boxes. All tasks were given in the form of before and after images printed on handouts. The order of the tasks was randomized. After the completion of every task, participants were asked to rate the task on a 5-point Likert scale on two aspects: (1) the ease of performing the task, (2) satisfaction with the modeling results: how well the results matched what participants intended. After the end of all tasks, participants also rated their overall experience of using the system on the following aspects: (1) fun in performing the tasks, (2) how easy it was to remember commands, (3) physical comfort, and (4) potential for creative exploration. Participants also expressed their opinion about the system in an open-ended question. An experimenter took notes during each session of the user study, which took a maximum of one hour to complete per subject.

3.1 Results

All participants completed all tasks successfully. Median ratings were higher for the aspects of ‘fun’ (Mdn=4.5) and ‘easy to remember’ (Mdn=5), and slightly lower for the aspects of ‘physical comfort’ (Mdn=4) and ‘potential for creative exploration’ (Mdn=4) (Fig. 3a). During training, it was observed that participants made little effort to go through the manual or enquire about gestures from experimenters. Instead, they freely improvised the gestures they had seen in the demo. Participants’ perceptions of the ease of performing the task was high for all tasks, except for Rotate and Modeling tasks, which were slightly lower (Fig. 3b). Median ratings for satisfaction with modeling results were also high for Move and Scale; and slightly lower for Rotate, Zoom and the Modeling tasks. Participants took the least time to complete the zoom task (Mean=20s, SD=6.06), and the most time to complete the rotate task (Mean=50s, SD=42.16). The modeling task, which involved the creation of two boxes, and manipulating them by scaling, rotating and moving, took approximately two minutes to complete on average (Fig. 3c). In
the open-ended question, participants indicated that they found the commands 'easy to use' (participant 3), 'intuitive' (participant 2) and 'great to explore conceptual ideas' (participant 5). However, two participants (2 and 6) voiced concern over issues of precise input. Another two participants expressed concern that the rotate functionality was 'hard to control' (participant 1) and 'not very responsive' (participant 3).

Figure 3: (a) Median ratings for overall experience (b) Median ratings for tasks (c) Average time taken to complete tasks, in seconds.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a proof-of-concept system implementation of a speech- and gesture-based interface, GesCAD, for 3D CAD modeling in Rhino for conceptual design. We conducted a preliminary user study to test our implementation, whose gesture and speech command set is elicited from users. Results show that the participants found the overall experience of using GesCAD ‘fun’ and the speech and gesture commands ‘easy to remember’. Ratings of ease and satisfaction with modeling results were positive for all aspects.

Two key points in our approach differentiate the GesCAD system from previous multi-modal interfaces for CAD modeling [6, 14]. Firstly, the gestures and speech terms used in the GesCAD system were determined by a gesture elicitation experiment for CAD modeling conducted with actual designers, and based on in-depth research on the use of speech and gestures in CAD modeling [10, 11]. This approach ensured that the participants in the user study found the gestures easy to perform and intuitive. Secondly, we employed a many-to-one mapping from gestures and speech to functionalities, similar to the use of gestures in natural human interaction [4]. This ensures flexibility in using gestures and speech input. Such flexibility is crucial to user experience, since participants will not have smooth user experience if they are constrained by a limited vocabulary or gestures that need to be learned. Using the GesCAD interface, participants freely improvised gestures, without the spending time to learn the gestures through the manual. We attribute participants’ positive response to GesCAD to these two key points in our approach and consider these to be the chief contributions of this study.

Implementation of the gestures for zoom and scale commands was more successful than that of move and rotate, both of which involve object manipulation in 3D space. This may be due to the mismatch between users’ perception of objects’ orientation in physical space and that in Cartesian space. For instance, slight misalignment in hands may affect the identification of the direction of rotation. We believe such issues led to longer completion time for Move, Rotate and the Modeling tasks, and affected users’ ratings of physical comfort and potential for creative exploration, which were slightly lower than other aspects. Such issues of precision in user input may be addressed by improving the speech input for more complex commands [16], such as specifying distance, axis of rotation, and angles.

This study, which tested only four basic CAD functionalities with a small number of participants, was a preliminary investigation and hence findings can only be considered indicative. We acknowledge that the use of Likert scale has limited validity in case of small sample sizes. Future investigation includes expanding the CAD functionalities in the GesCAD system and testing them with more participants. A detailed comparison of the GesCAD system with traditional mouse and keyboard input to analyze aspects such as completion time, accuracy, and cognitive load such as the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) would yield more comprehensive findings regarding the usability of the GesCAD system. The system can be extended by adding a simple GUI and system training module, so that users can expand the CAD functionalities with new gestures and speech commands [22, 23]. In the future, the system will also incorporate a machine-learning algorithm that supports individual preferences of modeling using gestures and speech. As opposed to previous studies that focus on accuracy of gesture recognition, we employed a user centered approach for the design of the speech and gesture interface. Flexibility in user input and speech modality makes this system less dependent on gesture recognition accuracy or complexity. Hence this study demonstrates a practical application of combining speech and low-resolution gesture input for conceptual design using CAD modeling. It provides designers with a technique that is touch-free and intuitive. An approach such as this promises to bring multi-modal interfaces to the forefront for conceptual design.
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